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The Language of Design: Theory and Computation articulates the theory that there is a language of design. This theory claims that any language of design consists of a set of symbols, a set of relations between the symbols, features that key the expressiveness of symbols, and a set of reality producing information processing behaviors acting on the language. Drawing upon insights from computational language processing, the language of design is modeled computationally through latent semantic analysis (LSA), lexical chain analysis (LCA), and sentiment analysis (SA). The statistical co-occurrence of semantics (LSA), semantic relations (LCA), and semantic modifiers (SA) in design text are used to illustrate how the reality producing effect of language is itself an enactment of design. This insight leads to a new understanding of the connections between creative behaviors such as design and their linguistic properties. The computation of the language of design makes it possible to make direct measurements of creative behaviors which are distributed across social spaces and mediated through language. The book demonstrates how machine understanding of design texts based on computation over the language of design yields practical applications for design management such as modeling teamwork, characterizing the formation of a design concept, and understanding design rationale.
The Language of Design: Theory and Computation is a unique text for postgraduates and researchers studying design theory and management, and allied disciplines such as artificial intelligence, organizational behavior, and human factors and ergonomics.
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Operational Amplifiers, Fifth Edition (EDN Series for Design Engineers)Newnes, 2003
Operational amplifiers have been in use for many years. Originally they were built using discrete transistor circuits, but the development of the integrated circuit (IC) has revolutionized analogue circuit design. The operational amplifier was one of the first analogue integrated circuits, because of its usefulness as a building block in many...
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The Basics of Information Security: Understanding the Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and PracticeSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Boring, boring, boring. Isn’t this what immediately comes to mind when one
	sees books on foundational concepts of information security? Monotonous
	coverage of theory, dry details of history, brief yet inadequate coverage of every
	topic known to man, even though you know that you’ll never be hired by the
	NSA as a...
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JBoss AS 5 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010
This book follows a tutorial-based approach starting with simple examples, which are enriched in the following chapters as new topics are introduced. Each chapter provides clear instructions and detailed screenshots, as the user approaches a new facet of the development environment. Most complex topics have been explained using practical examples,...
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Financial Accounting (Available Titles CengageNOW)Cengage Learning, 2010

	The eleventh edition of FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING guides students through the what, why and how of accounting in today's business world. This textbook offers a solid presentation of concepts and procedures blended with a wealth of real company examples and solved exercises to ensure student success in the practical application of fundamental...
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Learning Machine Translation (Neural Information Processing)MIT Press, 2009
The Internet gives us access to a wealth of information in languages we don't understand. The investigation of automated or semi-automated approaches to translation has become a thriving research field with enormous commercial potential. This volume investigates how machine learning techniques can improve statistical machine translation, currently...
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Paint Shop Pro 8 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Learn how to easily add custom images to your home and business  graphics projects with Paint Shop Pro 8 Fast & Easy. The reader will learn  how to retouch, repair, and edit photos with easy-to-use, high-quality,  automatic photo enhancement features. Built-in Web tools and artistic drawing  and text tools enable the reader...
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